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Currently, the construction industry faces very low profit margins due to ruinous tendering procedures 
combined with a decrease of the size of the overall construction companies. Therefore, the actual look 
into other industrial sectors is an appropriate way for the construction industry to benefit from already 
changed behaviour towards an increase of on-site productivity. Research focusing on the increase of 
on-site productivity led to lean production management systems. Introduced by Sacks et al. they were 
derived from the automotive industry (Sacks et al. 2010). Furthermore, the a-priori simulation of the 
construction site leads to an increased level of planning confidence and opens up the possibility to 
analyse many scheduling alternatives before a construction project even starts (Scherer and Schapke 
2011; Beißert 2010). These scheduling alternatives are subject of research work under different 
focusses as robustness (König, 2011) or the possible re-usage of known building procedures 
(Mikulakova et al., 2010). It can be extended to a degree of detail where an automated analysis of a 
given BIM automatically delivers the necessary construction procedures including their corresponding 
alternatives (Tauscher, 2011). It is possible to track the on-site construction progress in general by 
combining several approaches for monitoring materials, resources, work crews (Cheng et al., 2011), 
built results (Akinci et al. 2006; Taneja et al. 2011) or using technological systems like RFID (radio 
frequency identification) tags, UWB (ultra wideband) systems or even indoor tracking systems that 
utilize the in-place WLAN (wireless lan) infrastructure (Taneja et al., 2010). The advances made in 
the area of on-site vision tracking (Park et al., 2011) favour this method from a cost perspective. But 
also other intensive approaches have to be considered, for example deviation measurements by 
systems using laser scanners (Boukamp and Akinci, 2007).  
Nowadays these data can also be merged together with the construction and resource usage activities 
leading to these built results. By extending the information with data from automated ‘Sensor 
Andrew’ style sensing networks (Rowe et al., 2008), the overall picture of the building under 
construction can further be completed. The traditional paper based on-site documentation however 
does not support any further analysis later on, at least not in the necessary time frame, depth of 
detailing and abundance of data. Therefore up to now a proof on the correctness of the predicted 
construction schedule for the construction project is not possible yet. 
By using an analogy from the aircraft manufacturing industry the authors demonstrate how to make it 
possible to capture the status of on-going activities on the job-site. It implies also the challenging goal 
of getting a better understanding how disturbances, or situations, which lead directly to disturbances, 
have evolved on-site. By the way, this evolutionary understanding by interpreting aircraft recordings 
is generally one of the main sources of improvements in the aircraft manufacturing and servicing 
industry leading to safer air traffic at all.  
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The framework to fulfil that requirement is a construction black box, named ConBBox. The 
framework consists of a data capturing adapter for querying as many as possible information sources 
A triggering system serves as an interface to trace the timestamps of interest on the construction site. 
Later a data monitor enables the visual representation, for example in a 4D visualization, based on the 
data initially fed in by a BIM and enriched by all the status information obtained through the 
capturing process in the construction phase. Some capturing systems actually exist in parallel to a 
certain extend in special applications for vision-based and RFID tracking. But these are not able to be 
queried by another information platform and will not deliver a complete overview about the situation 
on the construction site at a given timestamp. The capturing itself should be triggered by a mobile 
device like a smartphone or tablet like PC. Every event which is recognized during the operation time 
of these devices as a remarkable event or is triggered by the person as being remarkable will lead to 
an update procedure of all status information from all sources connected to the ConBBox. A link 
between the events and a corresponding IFC object is necessary due to the fact, that later the primary 
key for selecting data from the ConBBox will be the actually constructed element of the building. The 
similarity in triggering to the current state of the art in black box systems in aircrafts is very much 
intended. That data collection and storage in turn enables future improvements similar to the technical 
improvements achieved in the aircraft manufacturing industry. 
The interface therefor is planned to be developed using the OPEN IFC toolbox (OPEN IFC Tools, 
2012). This toolbox has been developed by researchers at the Bauhaus Universität Weimar. It will be 
extended to fulfil the desired storage, mapping and visualization requirements.  
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